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1. Introduction  

Narration is a part of human nature as reasoning creatures. It is a tool for expressing ideas, persuading others and 
to understand the world. Narratives incorporate temporality, a social context, complicating events, and an evaluative 
conclusion that together make a coherent story (McAlpine, 2016). In history, societies have taught key principles through 
narrative recollections such that people paint on walls or rocks to express adoration toward divinities or deliver 
information. Recently, narrations are found in various literary works, discourses, personal and commercial advertisements 
and events. A narrative is a story which presents events in the logical and chronological sequence of occurrence over a 
time period with a view to instruct. Narrative recollection seeks to find the link between experience and present by 
analyzing and evaluating the satiric parts of the narration. Fisher (1984) viewed man as rhetorical creature from the point 
of view that, reasoning necessarily needs not be argumentative or implicative structured but in some kinds of symbolic 
action that are both non-discursive and discursive.  

Narration has long found its way into education. According to Andrews, Hull and Donahue (2009), four main types 
of narrative techniques are being used for teaching. Stories are used to convince the learning audience and educate them; 
through narration, learners express their views, sort what they have gained, and explore new knowledge. Narrations are 
loved by all regardless of age, background and gender. They are easy on the mind, quite entertaining and inoffensive at 
teaching as individuals deduce and get instructed. This instructional method is referred to in other contexts as storytelling. 
According to Berger (1997) in Akinsanya and Bach (2014), a narrative is a story, and stories tell about things that have 
happened or are happening to people, animals, and aliens from outer space, etc. That is, a story contains a sequence of 
events, which means that narratives take place within or over some kind of time period. This time period can be very 
short, as in a nursery tale, or very long, as in some novels and epics.  Akinsanya and Bach (2014) express narratives as very 
important in human culture as they tend to showcase the values being taught by our culture, and our culture as a whole, in 
a less formal and more enjoyable manner.  
Narratives have been classified into various types including:  

 Official Stories: Stories we learn from official sources e.g. church and school. 
 Invented (Adapted) Stories: Stories created by people. 
 Firsthand Stories: People’s own experiences. These are the stories we talk about the most. 
 Secondhand Stories: Firsthand stories of others that we have heard or remembered. 
 Culturally Common Stories: These are stories gotten from our environment (Schank, 1990). 
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The narrative can further be categorized by the mode of narration - written or spoken. The written narrative 
employs letterings, graphs and alphabetic coding to decipher and transfer information. These are mostly used in texts, 
books, reading materials, written instructions, presentations, responses to tests and examinations.  Spoken narrative 
makes use of oral language which is naturally engaged in day-to-day activities, social relations and transactions.  

Researchers have sought for significance of narratives in teaching-learning process and found that narrative-
based instruction fixes the problem, the solution, and the learner – all within the context that the story frames (Cobley, 
2001). The narrator controls all of the information received by the learner. Narratives, either fictional or non-fictional 
emotionally immerse the learner in the narrative’s situation. Therefore, narratives are told mostly for entertainment’s 
sake without pursuing an instructional objective. The under listed benefits can also be attributed to the use of narratives in 
educational settings: 

 Establishes a pattern of creative life work; 
 Improves social relations and group dynamics; 
 Creates a flow – a sense of timeless expression and ongoing learning; 
 It instills persuasiveness; 
 Learning becomes technical and memory excellently aided; 
 Engenders formulation of schematics in learners; 
 Creates new sense of identity in learners whose shy background fades away; 
 Equates experiences with backgrounds; 
 Enhances growth and trust rapport development between teachers and learners; 
 Learning is made engaging in lively atmosphere; and 
 Exposure to literature and vocabulary development. 

Recollection of information from memory is a lifelong, daily process. We are rarely conscious of how we recall 
information when we need it. In every learning procedure however, it is observable how participants narrate their 
experiences – some need extra time to reflect, some elaborate on interview questions yet, some use the dynamic visual 
method for recollection and describe how they mentally visualize the procedure. This mental copying of procedure is not 
surprising, as the current generation is very familiar with using video material in and outside the educational setting. The 
beauty in narrative-based instruction is its applicability both by teachers and learners as it fixes predicament, resolution, 
and the learner all within the context that the story frames (Cobley, 2001). It also persuades the learning audience and 
educate them yet allows learners to sort the content, express their views and explore new knowledge (Andrews et al, 
2009). 

Nigerian educational system has not changed very significantly from that handed down by the colonialists – the 
British. Most students are passive learners and teaching is done by transmission with emphasizes on memory over 
understanding and reproduction over application to real problems and creativity. Since most of the pre-service teacher 
training curricula are similarly designed, teachers are products of examination-driven curriculum with rote learning and 
memorization as the primary learning approaches. They were seldom asked and think in a critical way. An investigation 
into the relevance of narrative recollection as plausible instructional strategy is deemed necessary with the goal of 
encouraging reflection by in-service teachers towards helping Nigerian learners become self-directed and active learners. 
It is through the engaging learning process in relaxed atmosphere that learners can learn to be active agents in their own 
learning and transform what is learned through the screen of their own experience and existing understandings. This 
learning orientation might part teachers and learners from the rote mode of learning and give rise to substantial change 
and personal transformation that enable teachers and learners to become actively engaged in construction and 
reconstruction of knowledge for future practices.  
 
2. Theoretical Frameworks 

Research on narrative usage has a long history. Sigmund Freud (1911/1958) was said to use narratives primarily 
in applying his psychoanalytic theory to individual lives. Erik Erikson (1975) used the life history to explore how the 
historical moment influenced lives. Jerome Bruner (1991) acknowledged that personal meaning and reality are actually 
constructed during the making and telling of one’s narratives. At a meeting of the American Psychological Association 
(APA, 1984), Bruner (1987, 1991) asserted that traditional logical-scientific mode of thought and a narrative mode of 
thought should be viewed as complementary and not supplementary and this is a challenge of the old positivism. He 
further claimed that the standards of positivism which dominated social sciences no longer remained unchallenged since 
there was no one framework but many. These assertions have sprouted modifications of views about narrative across 
many disciplines. 

In education, Schwab was probably the first educational theorist signaling interest in the live experience of 
children and teachers in classrooms. His model of “the practical” curriculum inspired by the idea of Dewey, who 
“envisioned a dialogic view of curriculum development in which teacher would take part as practitioners fully 
knowledgeable about their students and about life and work in classroom” (Chan, 2012). Schwab offered a narrative of 
discovery and gave insight into why we needed to engage in collaborative inquiries attentive to the teacher perspectives 
and representative of reality expressed in teachers’ term. Recently, many educators have used life stories and personal 
narratives as new ways of knowing in teaching and learning (Witherell & Noddings, 1991; Clandinin & Connelly, 1999; 
Miller, 2005; Craig, 2006). According to Clandinin and Connelly (1999), stories or narratives are “the closest we can come 
to experience”. Carter (1993) also viewed teacher knowledge as being storied in nature and thus storytelling became a 
natural approach to understand what teachers knew. “Knowledge is rooted in experience and requires a form for its 
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representation” (Eisner, 1988). Teachers’ stories are therefore one of the most pervasive forms we can use to represent 
their experiences. 

This study hereby seeks to determine Nigerian teacher’s acquaintanceship with the narrative recollection 
technique (NRT) as a method of teaching. It also seeks teachers’ opinions on the use of NRT.  
 
3. Methodology 

The research design adopted is descriptive survey. The totality of the teaching staff in Nigerian primary and 
secondary schools numbering about 700,000 (Adedigba, 2017) make the population. In-as-much as the complete coverage 
of the population is impossible and not economical, informed and effective decision demand for evidenced-based research. 
This is ascertained by the use of tables and calculators to heighten precision and the level of confidence thus, sampling and 
sample size determination were based on 0.05 confidence level (Martinez-Mesa, Gonzalez-Chica, Duquia, Bonamigo & 
Bastos, 2016). Some 10,752 randomly selected teachers were sampled across primary, junior secondary and senior 
secondary schools in five convenience selected southwestern states of Nigeria. The respondents were randomly attracted 
into the study (demographic data in Table 1). A questionnaire titled ‘Teachers Opinion on Narrative Techniques (TONT)’, 
previously validated and found reliable in a pilot study in an eastern state (reliability index of 0.85) was instrumental to 
the study. Three graduate students who served as research assistants (recruited and trained) administered the 
instrument. Descriptive mean and percentages were used statistically in data analysis.  

 
Gender 

 f % 
Male 5,049 46.96 

Female 5,703 53.04 
Marital Status 

Single 3,815 35.5 
Married 6,068 56.4 

Widowed 869 8.1 
Distribution to Schools / State 

State A 2,108 19.51 
 

State B 2,294 21.24 
State C 2,027 18.77 
State D 2,231 20.66 
State E 2,140 19.8 

Respondents Years in Service 
1-5 83 0.77 

6-10 3,082 28.66 
11-15 2,658 24.72 
16-20 3,072 28.57 
21-25 1,460 13.58 

Above 25 397 3.69 
Table 1: Demographic Data of Sampled Respondents 

 
4. Results and Discussions 

The thrust of this study is determining the familiarity of Nigerian teachers with the narrative recollection 
technique (NRT) as a method of teaching. This is important because the education system cannot perform any better than 
it invested in its teachers. Findings, as indicated in Table 2, revealed that narratives are being used in the teacher training 
curriculum. Sixty-eight (68%) and twenty-four (24%) percentages of respondents indicated high level familiarity and 
average familiarity with NRT respectively. The practicing teachers indicated that narratives are relevant to school children 
(72%) as the school curriculum include topics that can be taught using NRT (66%). Therefore, NRT is useful in the 
classroom (84%) and found easier for learners’ comprehension (90%) and retention (88%). The findings further indicate 
that NRT should not be jettisoned as an instructional technique as it might improve learning (68%) if properly applied 
hence it seems inseparable from education curriculum especially at the primary schools (82%). 

This finding agrees with the studies of Sovia & Afrineta (2017) which identified and explored narrative model in 
teaching of history in Indonesia. Narrative and drama models were viewed as creative methods that can be applied in the 
teaching and learning process so as to give positive effects on students and teachers in the subjects and phenomena they 
study. The models were found to be more participative and students interested in learning the history. Narrative was 
reported to increase students’ perspective to be more responsive and aware of the history. Narrative and drama models 
also help students to improve their attitude to be more responsible, respectful, aware of their culture, tolerant, helpful, 
confident and faithful. In addition, the findings showed that narrative and drama could sometimes be integrated in 
different subjects and concluded that narrative is useful and applicable in learning activities. It is a powerful method that 
may be used to help students in understanding the lesson very well. Kukner and Orr (2013) have earlier investigated 
practitioners-based approach of narrative inquiry in teachers’ education. They concluded that NRT offered teacher’s 
educators, teachers and teacher candidates a sense of how they might draw upon a narrative framework to inform and 
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inquire into their teaching practice and classroom curriculum. It can be concluded that the teacher’s candidates exposed to 
this teaching technique tend to value and utilize it in the classroom hence; the familiarity of teachers with NRT is neither 
strange nor unexpected. 
 

Items Very Well Average Partial Never Missing 
f % f % f % f % f % 

Narratives were used in my 
training school(s). 

7312 68 2580 24 430 4 215 2 215 2 

The school curriculum 
includes topics in narratives 

7096 66 3010 28 645 6 0 0  0 

Narratives are relevant to 
school children 

7741 72 1935 18 860 8 215 2 0 0 

Narratives are relevant in my 
subject area 

5591 52 2795 26 1505 14 430 4 430 4 

I found narratives useful in 
the classroom 

9031 84 1290 12 215 2 0 0 215 2 

Learners more easily 
understand lessons taught in 

narratives 

9677 90 1075 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Retention of lessons taught in 
narratives are more than 

ordinary 

9461 88 860 8 430 4 0 0 0 0 

Narrative recollection 
technique might improve 

learning in children 

7311 68 1290 12 1505 14 430 4 215 2 

Narratives are inseparable 
from education curriculum 

especially the primary. 

8817 82 1505 14 0 0 0 0 430 4 

Table 2: Teachers’ Acquaintanceship with the NRT 
 

The study also sought teachers’ opinions on the use of narrative recollection technique (NRT) as a method of 
teaching in the teaching-learning process. Table 3 showed impressive agreement of respondents on the relevance of NRT 
to teaching across the school levels and its capability to aid retention or memory of learnt concepts (82%). Teachers were 
of the opinion that narratives make lessons practical, stimulate thinking and narration skills in learners and its usage ease 
the detection of children with learning challenges (76%). Results further opined that narratives influence learners’ 
behavior (66%) perhaps for its satiric nature.  

Zuckerman (2007) opined that experimental schoolwork demonstrates how universal cognitive developmental 
transitions are produced in the classroom by changing teacher’s orientation and teaching methods towards pupils’ joint 
creativity. The development of children’s motivation and initiative is the essential target. The teacher guides children’s 
dialogues, mutual interaction and creativity aiming at creative solutions by introducing more complicated learning 
environments such as imagination, play orientation in order to wake up learning motivation and children’s initiative. How 
much of such skills or tools are being used by in-service teachers’ in the teaching process? This study harmonizes 
Zukerman’s opinion and revealed impressive relevance of NRT to teaching across the school levels in Nigeria. The 
capability of NRT to aid retention or memory of learnt concepts (0.82) depicted teachers’ construction of developmental 
trajectories in NRT to school learning (Table 3). In a recent research project on Construction of school mathematical 
knowledge: Discourse of teachers and teaching activity in Spain, Vanegas, Giménez and Samuel (2015) studied a group of 
future teachers of Early Childhood Education analyze implicit process of narratives on rich experiences in mathematical 
processes. The future teachers were able to identify many mathematical objects and some processes implicit in the 
narratives analyzed; give a limited value of the problem-solving process and more structured discourse, more connections, 
didactic arguments, recognition of a greater number of processes and more justifications. However, difficulties in 
recognizing the process of reasoning, testing and proof were noticed but this could be allayed by discussion and reflection 
on school experiences that allow future teachers to contrast school practices, different from those they have traditionally 
observed. 
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Items Very Well Average Partial Never Missing 
f % f % f % f % f % 

Narratives applicable in 
answering questions 

5806 54 2580 24  18 430 4 0 0 

Relevant to teaching in the 
primaries 

8817 82 1076 10 430 4 215 2 215 2 

Narratives make lessons practical 8172 76 1505 14 1076 10 0 0 0 0 
Teachers are experienced with 

narratives 
6451 60 3226 30 430 4 0 0 645 6 

Narratives stimulate learners 
thinking, narration skill 

8172 76 1076 10 860 8 0 0 645 6 

Use of narratives influence 
learner’s behavior 

7096 66 1720 16 1290 12 215 2 430 4 

Useful in detecting learning 
challenged 

8172 76 1505 14 645 6 0 0 430 4 

Narrative recollection is a 
memory booster 

8817 82 1290 12 215 2 215 2 215 2 

Table 3: Teachers’ Opinion on the use of NRT 
 
 The opinion of teachers was further reinforced in the utilization of NRT with or within other instructional 
methods. This item was meant to establish the viability of narrative recollection technique as dependent or otherwise on 
other teaching methods. Table 4 shows that narratives are mostly mixed with test and question designs, students’ 
presentations and cooperative learning methods at 8.7, 6 and 5 percents respectively. These are relatively insignificant 
mix of NRT with the teaching methods tested for. The result thus indicates that NRT by itself stands as an instructional 
method though can be used within and in conjunction with other instructional designs. For example, Sovia and Afrineta 
(2017) explored narrative mixed with drama models as creative methods that can be applied in the teaching and learning 
process to give positive effects on learners. The models were participative and interesting in learning history. Garbett and 
Tynan (2007) asserted that storytelling recognizes narratives as the core of both human experiences and how we use 
those experiences to make meaning of the world. When discussing value as it relates to human interest and economics, one 
person’s story about value becomes another person’s story with subtle differences (Harris, 2007). This encourages recall 
of experiences with finances and gives color to topics that could otherwise seem impersonal and disconnected. In the view 
of Bishop and Kimball (2006), listening and telling stories help individuals understand themselves and others. The way 
learners relate experiences, and or respond to narrations is traceable to the story of their culture (Harris, 2007) hence; 
narrations can relay, synchronize and bridge gaps allowing students to connect their experiences, however limited, to the 
content of new lesson. To this end, a bridge of NRT with other teaching methods to aid teaching learning process is 
applauded. 
 

Teaching Methods f % 
Students presentation 642 6 

Design thinking 248 2.3 
Self-learning 257 2.4 

Lecture method 122 1 
Social media 204 2 

Free online learning tools 229 2.1 
Direct instruction 422 4 

Cooperative learning 527 5 
Inquiry-based learning 217 2 

Test and question design 938 8.7 
Table 4: Usage of NRT with Other 

 Teaching Methods 
 

 
5. Conclusion 

Narrative recollection technique is learner centered as it takes learning from passivity to activity. While school 
curricula in Nigeria still roll in the mire of rote and regurgitation, teachers as primary agents of change in the learning 
industry detects relevance of narrative recollection as plausible instructional strategy deemed necessary for self-directed, 
participatory, intuitive and active learning. 

The study concludes that Nigerian teachers are familiar with narrative recollection as instructional technique 
having been exposed to it during pre-service trainings. It is also found in peculiar school curriculum for a few subjects. 
Importantly, NRT is relevant to the modern teaching-learning process. 

 Nigerian teachers vividly opine to the usage of narrative recollection as an instructional strategy. The expressive 
judgment of narrative’s capability to improve self expression in learners; encourage exploration of new knowledge area, 
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assist in sorting newly gained ideas and, its applicability to cultural values taught and orientation of the society among 
others stand overt.  

The usability of NRT in teaching-learning process is justified by teachers’ evidence of its relevance to the 
curriculum especially at the elementary levels. It is acclaimed to boost learners’ memory, influence behavior via its satiric 
nature and, make detection of learning challenge easier and inoffensive.  
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